Pinboard VB
A notice board is the perfect choice when information, ideas or news needs to be displayed in schools or offices. Our range of notice boards is available in multiple surfaces and colors. Different kinds
of frame options with or without integrated shelf or rounded corners offer a wide range of possibilities and design details.

Natural cork
The board has a surface made of natural cork, suitable for use with
pushpins.

Cork Lino
The board has a surface made of cork lino, “Bulletin Board”.
Suitable for use with pushpins. The board surface has a complete
framework of aluminum extrusion profiles, powder coated with a
powder coating based on epoxy and / or polyester resin in the color
U1130 (gray-white).

Construction and finish
The board face is surrounded by an extruded aluminium section
frame coated with an epoxy and polyester resin-based grey-white
(U1130) powder coating. All corners are equipped with plastic
protection caps, which ensure the required degree of safety.
The board face is a sandwich panel (13.4 mm) comprising a writing
surface, a support and writing surface coated under pressure
with an aqueous synthetic dispersion adhesive. m. Owing to the
hexagonal honeycomb structure, relatively little material is needed
to secure maximum strength combined with very low weight. The
honeycomb plate possesses very high resistance to pressure (350
to 400 kPa).
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Exclusive design by VANERUM - subject to change

Dimensions
100 x 100 cm
100 x 120 cm
100 x 150 cm
100 x 200 cm
120 x 120 cm
120 x 150 cm
120 x 200 cm
The board is wallfixed trough a mounting profile and screws.

L: 2182
P: 2067

N: 2185

O: 2162

TECHNICAL DRAWING

Size total board area

Dimension chalk
or pencil storage

Dimension board

2100

1050 - 1250

1000 - 1200

26.5

1000 - 1200 - 1500 - 2000
6 (kurklino)
6 (kurklino)

40

Writing = White smooth
The board has smooth white enameled steel surface, suitable to writing with markers (dry erase
whiteboard markers) and magnets.
Writing + projection = White semi matt
The board has a white semi-matt enameled steel surface, suitable for projection and to writing with
markers (wet erase whiteboard markers with a moist cloth) and magnets.
Projection = White matt
The board has a white matte enameled steel surface, suitable for projection, NOT suitable for writing
with markers and magnets.
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